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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR EMBEDDING 
DATA IN AUDIO SIGNALS 

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST 

[0001] The invention described herein may be manufac 
tured and used by or for the Government of the United States 
for governmental purposes Without the payment of any 
royalty thereon. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Data embedding is a form of steganography that is 
concerned With Ways of inserting a given secret message or 
data in an innocuous cover message, such as an image, 
video, audio, or computer code. Digital data embedding in 
audio signals has many applications. These applications 
include covert communication by securely hiding encoded/ 
encrypted information in audio signals, copyright protection 
of transmitted audio signals, and embedding information for 
describing, modifying, and tracking of audio signals. By 
providing different access levels to the embedded data, the 
quality of the audio signal and the ability to hear the hidden 
message can be controlled. Transmission of battle?eld infor 
mation via an auXiliary or cover audio signal could play an 
essential role in the security and safety of personnel and 
resources. 

[0003] Most of the Work in data hiding has been concen 
trated on hiding a small amount of information such as 
copyright data or a Watermark in images and video seg 
ments. HoWever, general requirements, challenges and prin 
ciples of hiding data in an audio are the same as those for 
embedding information in video. Robustness of the hidden 
data, for eXample, is a key requirement for successful 
embedding and retrieval of the data. In other Words, standard 
signal processing operations, such as noise removal and 
signal enhancement, must not result in loss or degradation of 
the embedded information. Additionally, for covert commu 
nication, the embedded information must Withstand channel 
noise and intentional attacks or jamming on the signal. Also 
important in covert communication is the resilience of the 
hidden information to stay hidden to pirates during their 
intentional or unintentional attempts at detection. A measure 
of effectiveness of data embedding is the probability of 
detection of hidden data. Clearly the more robust the host 
medium—image, video, or audio—to attacks and common 
operations, the higher Would be its effectiveness. 

[0004] Additional requirements speci?c for embedding 
data in audio signals vary With the applications. In general, 
the embedded data must be perceptually undetectable or 
inaudible. While this may not be strictly required or even 
needed for Watermarking of audio for broWsers on the 
Internet, covert communication calls for the hidden message 
to be truly imperceptible. Tamper resistance of the hidden 
message, on the other hand, is more crucial in battle?eld 
covert communication than in protecting oWnership of the 
cover audio. Additionally, extraction of the hidden message 
must not require access to the host (cover) audio. Clearly, 
lack of the original host signal that Was used to embed the 
message makes it dif?cult to eXtract and adjudge the quality 
and quantity of the hidden data. For covert communication, 
hoWever, this challenge must be met even at the cost of 
degraded quality of the message-embedded audio. Other 
requirements, such as robustness to transmission channel 
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noise, and linear and nonlinear ?ltering, are also important 
in hiding data in audio. Security requirements in covert 
communication dictate that an unauthoriZed user must not be 
able to detect the presence of hidden data unless he has the 
key to the insertion of data. This may require encryption of 
the data prior to its insertion in the host audio. 

[0005] Some of the most common techniques for hiding 
data in images employ the properties of human visual 
system. The least signi?cant bits of an image may be altered 
in accordance With the data to be embedded, for eXample. 
The technique in this case relies on the loW sensitivity of the 
human visual system to contrast. Variations of this technique 
include embedding pseudo random noise sequence that 
appears as quantiZation noise, and modifying the Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) or Wavelet transform coef?cients, 
etc. for Watermarking. Other methods also exploit imper 
ceptible brightness levels to add tags, identi?cation strings, 
etc. More recently, spread spectrum techniques, in Which the 
Watermark to be embedded in an image is spread throughout 
the spectrum of the image, have been Widely considered. For 
video, blue color has been used to embed Watermark based 
on the least sensitivity of human visual system to modi? 
cations in the blue band. 

[0006] The notion of creating an imperceptible data-em 
bedded image based on the human visual system threshold 
has been eXtended by several researchers to embed data in 
host audio. In general, the procedure eXploits the frequency 
and temporal masking properties of the human auditory 
system (HAS) to modify the cover audio in such a Way that 
changes due to the embedded data are inaudible. Other 
methods to Watermark a host audio use replacement of 
spectral components in the high, middle, or other pre 
selected frequency bands in accordance With the sequence to 
be embedded. In addition, several techniques involving the 
use of spread spectrum noise sequence have been reported. 
By far the methods employing the psychoacoustical masking 
properties of HAS in some form appear to better meet the 
challenges and requirements of audio data embedding. 

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0007] The present invention provides a method and appa 
ratus for insuring secure communications by embedding 
digital data in audio signals. 

[0008] One object of the present invention is to provide a 
method and apparatus for embedding digital data Within the 
poWer amplitude spectrum of a host signal. 

[0009] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method and apparatus for embedding digital data 
Within the phase spectrum of a host signal. 

[0010] Brie?y stated, the present invention provides a 
method and apparatus for embedding binary data in audio 
signals. The magnitude of the poWer spectrum at the per 
ceptual holes of each frame of a host speech utterance, may 
be altered so as to embed digital data. The phase spectrum 
at perceptually masked spectral points of each frame of a 
host speech utterance, may also be altered so as to embed 
digital data. 

[0011] According to a feature of the invention, method for 
embedding data in audio signals by altering the amplitude of 
a host signal audio poWer spectrum, comprises the steps of 
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inputting a host signal; calculating the discrete fourier 
transform points for the masking threshold level; computing 
the masker frequencies and their poWer levels on a frame 
to-frame basis; determining a global threshold of hearing at 
each said masker frequency on a frame-to-frame basis; 
obtaining the sound pressure level for quiet, beloW Which a 
signal is inaudible; inputting a covert signal; digitiZing said 
covert signal; modifying the amplitude of said poWer spec 
trum of said host signal by embedding therein said digitiZed 
said covert signal on a frame-by-frame basis; inverting the 
frequency spectrum of said amplitude-modi?ed said poWer 
spectrum; obtaining time domain samples for said inverted 
frequency spectrum; quantiZing said time domain samples; 
transmitting said time domain samples; receiving at a 
receiver each quantiZed bit of each said frame of said time 
domain-sampled said inverted frequency spectrum; process 
ing said each quantiZed bit to obtain said masking threshold; 
and recovering data from said embedded said covert signal. 

[0012] According to another feature of the invention, 
method for embedding data in audio signals by altering the 
phase spectrum of a host signal, comprises the steps of 
inputting a host signal; calculating the perceptually masked 
discrete fourier transform points; inputting a covert signal; 
digitiZing said covert signal; modifying the phase of said 
phase spectrum by embedding therein said digitiZed said 
covert signal on a frame-by-frame basis; inverting said 
phase-modi?ed said phase spectrum; obtaining time domain 
samples for said inverted said phase-modi?ed spectrum; 
quantiZing said time domain samples; transmitting said time 
domain samples; receiving at a receiver each quantiZed bit 
of each said frame of said time domain-sampled said 
inverted phase spectrum; processing said each quantiZed bit 
to obtain said masking threshold and to recover said phase; 
and recovering data from said embedded said covert signal. 

[0013] These and may other objects, features and advan 
tages of the present invention Will be readily apparent to one 
skilled in the pertinent art from the folloWing detailed 
description of a preferred embodiment of the invention and 
the related ?gures, in Which like reference numerals desig 
nate the same elements. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the procedure for 
embedding data into perceptually masked locations of the 
amplitude of the poWer spectral density of the cover (host) 
signal. 
[0015] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the procedure for 
embedding data into perceptually masked locations of the 
phase of the cover (host) signal. 

[0016] FIG. 3 is a plot of the normaliZed poWer spectral 
density of a frame of speech. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0017] The present invention provides a method and appa 
ratus for embedding binary data in audio signals using tWo 
different techniques. The ?rst technique (see FIG. 1) alters 
the magnitude of the poWer spectrum at the perceptual holes 
of each frame of a host speech utterance, While the second 
technique alters the phase spectrum at perceptually masked 
spectral points (see FIG. 2). 
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[0018] Both of the techniques provided in this invention 
for embedding binary data in audio signals are based on 
auditory masking. Auditory masking is a perceptual property 
of the human auditory system in Which the presence of a 
strong tone renders the hearing of a Weaker tone in its 
temporal or spectral neighborhood imperceptible. Also, a 
pure tone is masked by a Wide-band noise if the tone occurs 
Within a critical band. Frequency masking is based on the 
observation that the human ear cannot perceive frequencies 
at loWer energies When these frequencies are present in the 
vicinity of tone- or noise-like frequencies at higher energies. 
Temporal masking occurs in Which a loW-level tone 
becomes undetected When it appears immediately before or 
after a strong tone. Many psycho-acoustic experiments have 
been reported to verify the spectral and temporal masking 
phenomena. The design of high quality audio coders, such as 
Moving Picture EXperts Group (MPEG) coders, is based on 
the property of the psychoacoustical model. As With the 
design of coders, the masking phenomenon can be used to 
embed data in an audio With negligible perceptual difference 
betWeen the original, unembedded audio and the data 
embedded audio. 

[0019] Both techniques for embedding binary data Were 
developed on the principle of psychoacoustical masking. 
The ?rst technique alters the magnitude of the poWer spec 
trum at the perceptual holes of each frame of a host speech 
utterance (see FIG. 1). The second technique is based on the 
observation that, in general, the phase spectrum can be 
altered at perceptually masked spectral points (see FIG. 2). 
While this change in amplitude and phase modi?es the 
Waveform, perceptual quality of speech is not affected. 

[0020] Referring to FIG. 1, the technique of modulation of 
PSD by binary data is different from prior art techniques. 
The PSD of the frequency-masked points is set to one of tWo 
values—loW or high—depending on the bit to be embedded. 
The neW PSD values are chosen such that they both are 
beloW the threshold of hearing but above quiet threshold, 
With margin for variation due to additive transmission noise. 
Since the data-modulated PSD is still beloW the hearing 
threshold, no difference in the perceptual quality of the 
embedded speech can be detected from that of the unaltered 
host speech. Choosing only a ?nite number of predeter 
mined perceptual holes (frequencies) for embedding, pres 
ence of data in the embedded audio is concealed from 
unauthoriZed users. Additionally, an in?nite number of pos 
sibilities eXist for the choice of the loW and high PSD values 
to be used for modi?cation in accordance With data. The 
stego key, therefore, is formed by the location (frequency 
indices) and the actual PSD values used for bits 0 and 1. 
Using perceptually masked frequencies that are Within a 
given range or a set of discontinuous frequencies can 
strengthen the key further. Lack of the stego key thus 
prevents unauthoriZed tampering of data from the embedded 
stego signal. Margins betWeen data-modulated PSD values 
and the thresholds of quiet and hearing enable data retrieval 
in the presence of noise. 

[0021] Referring to FIG. 2, the technique of phase varia 
tion alters the absolute phase at masked spectral points, 
compared to prior art methods that alter the phase at every 
fourth point Within a given band, relative to a reference 
phase point. The present invention’s technique ensures that 
changes in time samples are rendered inaudible. Also, With 
absolute phase change of 14>, no synchroniZation is needed 
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at the receiver. For both techniques, the procedure begins 
With the calculation of the power spectral density and the 
global masking threshold using tone and noise maskers 
present in each frame of speech. 

[0022] From the experiments conducted on a limited num 
ber of utterances, it is clear that insertion of data by phase 
modi?cation has the potential for successful retrieval of data 
of limited siZe (see FIG. 1). Modi?cation of the PSD may 
be more robust in the presence of additive noise, because of 
the relative, rather than the absolute values used to detect 
bits (see FIG. 2). In both cases, data integrity can be 
increased by embedding data only in those frames that have 
no transition betWeen voiced and unvoiced frames or loW 
energy. Well-established procedures to detect voiced/un 
voiced boundaries can be used to reduce the additional 
processing involved. Assurance of embedded information 
may be achieved using error detection techniques, such as 
inserting parity bits or a knoWn string of bits, before and 
after data bits in each frame. Data siZe, as seen in the three 
utterances, can be 10 or more bits/frame, some of Which may 
include parity and/or error correction bits. If all the frames 
can embed data—as With voiced and unvoiced frames 
Without voiced/unvoiced (V/UV) boundaries in any 
frame—a maximum of 620 bits can be inserted in one 
second of audio. This is a much higher rate than What has 
been reported. 

[0023] With successful embedding and retrieval using 
PSD (see FIG. 1) and phase (see FIG. 2), the present 
invention’s tWo techniques can be combined to increase the 
volume of data embedded. This is possible because of the 
same set of perceptual frequency nulls used in each case. 
Perceptual speech quality of the resulting stego signal can 
then be quanti?ed using objective quality measures. 

[0024] Additionally, using the midband of frequencies in 
the range of 1 kHZ to 3 kHZ, phase may be modi?ed by a 
small value at all locations irrespective of the perceptual 
holes. This is possible because of the imperceptible nature of 
the phase variation in the mid frequency range. Relative, 
rather than absolute phase must be used. 

[0025] For embedding a large volume of data, as from 
another audio signal, a compact parametric or transform 
domain model of the covert message may be used. With 54 
bits per frame from an Linear Predictive Code (LPC)-10 
model, for instance, several frames of a cover signal may be 
needed to insert one frame of covert speech. Depending on 
the expected quality of the retrieved covert message audio, 
other compact representations, such as DCT and Fourier 
Bessel coef?cients, may be used for embedding. 

[0026] Voiced speech arising from the resonance of the 
vocal tract typically has a larger number of masked points. 
Therefore, a knoWn cover signal containing primarily voiced 
speech can be used for inserting a large number of message 
bits. Fixed and knoWn DFT points carrying the hidden 
message enables fast retrieval of the message Without resort 
ing to threshold calculations for every received stego frame. 
Use of such a ?xed cover signal may not be effective for 
covert communication of different battle?eld messages; 
many civilian applications, hoWever, can bene?t from 
employing a knoWn utterance for conveying different infor 
mation. 

[0027] Embedding of data by modifying the poWer spec 
tral density and the phase of speech frames at perceptually 
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masked frequency points is reported. Based on a limited 
number of tests, phase embedding appears to result in better 
data retrieval. Informal listening tests have shoWn that the 
perceptual quality of the data-inserted utterances remained 
the same as the original cover audio. Higher rate of data 
recovery may be possible by choosing only the voiced or 
unvoiced frames and excluding frames With V/UV bound 
aries or the frames With loW energy. More data may be 
inserted by combining the tWo methods Without altering the 
perceptual quality of the cover audio. 

[0028] Frame PSD Modi?cation 

[0029] Referring to FIG. 1, a cover or “host” signal is 
input 100. To exploit the masking property for data embed 
ding, the perceptually masking threshold level discrete fou 
rier transform (DFT) points are calculated 110. For an 
utterance of speech the masker frequencies—tonal and 
noise-like—and their poWer levels are computed from frame 
to frame 120. A global threshold of hearing based on the 
maskers is determined for each frame 130. Also, the sound 
pressure level for quiet, beloW Which a signal is inaudible, 
is obtained 140. 

[0030] As an example, FIG. 3 shoWs the normaliZed 
poWer spectral density (PSD), absolute quiet threshold, and 
threshold of hearing for a frame of speech. The loWest 
spectral component around 2800 HZ in this ?gure, for 
instance, indicates that this component, being beloW the 
masking threshold level at that frequency, cannot be per 
ceived in hearing. We notice that With the threshold at 
approximately 65 dB and the PSD at 32 dB, raising the PSD 
of the signal at 2800 HZ by as much as 30 dB Will still render 
the component inaudible. Many other such ‘psychoacousti 
cal perceptual holes’ can be detected in several frequency 
ranges. The PSD values at these holes can be modi?ed by 
information to be embedded Without affecting the message 
quality of the frame. This is the basis used in the present 
Work for embedding data in audio. Experiments have been 
conducted to demonstrate the capability of embedding 
imperceptible tones to represent concealed data. 

[0031] Thresholds are obtained based on the example 
given beloW. At a sampling rate of 16 kHZ With 16 bits per 
sample, frames of 512 samples are segmented using a 
Hanning (raised cosine) WindoW. PoWer spectral density, 
normaliZed to 96 dB, Was obtained using a 512-point Dis 
crete Fourier Transform (DFT). PoWer normaliZation 
enables the use of the same masker spreading function at 
each frequency. Absolute quiet threshold, based on young 
listeners With acute hearing are given by 

[0032] Where f denotes frequency in HZ, is calculated. 
FolloWing the procedure given in [19, 20], frequency 
maskers based on tones and Wideband noise in each critical 
band, and the global masking threshold TG(k) at each 
frequency index k are calculated for each frame. From these 
values, perceptual holes or frequency indices {k} such that 

[0033] Were determined. If there are at least 10 frequency 
indices at Which the PSD of a frame is doWn by at least 5 dB 
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from the corresponding masking threshold values, but above 
the quiet threshold, that frame is considered suitable for data 
embedding. Because of the relatively high quiet threshold 
levels at loW and high frequencies (beloW 100 HZ and above 
7000 HZ) only, the holes in the range of 100-6000 HZ are 
used. (Avoiding high frequency range for spectral modi? 
cation also retains the embedded data When speech is 
loW-pass ?ltered or otherWise reduced in bandWidth for 
compression or coding.) 

[0034] A “covert” signal is input 160, then digitiZed 170 
and used to modify the amplitude 150 of the PSD. The PSD 
values {P(k)} of a frame With 10 or more perceptual holes 
are modi?ed 150 to {P‘(k)} by the data bits {b(k), k=1, . . . 
10} as folloWs. 

0.7mm, if b(k) =1 

[0035] (The approximation above results from the normal 
iZation of PSD to a ?xed value of 96 dB, Which causes a 
different poWer scale factor, added to each frame.) If it is 
determined 155 that a frame has more than 10 locations 
satisfying Eq. (2), the PSD values at locations above the ?rst 
10 are set to the minimum of the global threshold value for 
that frame 165. This reduces the possibility of channel noise, 
for example, raising the PSD values at the receiver to values 
comparable to those at the data-embedded locations. 

[0036] After making the modi?ed PSD values of the 
discrete Fourier transform of the frame symmetrical, the 
frequency spectrum of the data-embedded frame is inverted 
180 to obtain the time domain samples for the modi?ed 
frame. The samples are then quantiZed 190 for transmission. 

[0037] At the receiver, the quantiZed bit for each frame are 
received 200 and processed to obtain the masking threshold 
and the PSD 210. AlloWing for changes in the PSD, due to 
quantiZation, the embedded data {d(k), k=1 . . . 10} are 
recovered 220 as 

[0038] Where {n} are the frequency indices at Which Pr, 
the received signal PSD values are above the quiet threshold 
but beloW the masking threshold by at least 5 dB. 

[0039] Frame Phase Modi?cation 

[0040] Referring to FIG. 2 modi?cation of the phase of 
the covert data is described. This technique is based on the 
observation that, in general, the phase spectrum can be 
altered at perceptually masked spectral points. While this 
change in phase modi?es the Waveform, perceptual quality 
of speech is not affected, particularly if the phase change 
occurs in a midband of frequencies. Acover or “host” signal 
is input 230 and the perceptually masked DFT points are 
calculated 240. The covert signal is input 260, then digitiZed 
270 in using any standard method of audio compression, as 
employed in the technique represented in FIG. 1. The phase 
is then modi?ed 250. Based on the previous art reported, 
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encoding of data bits can be accomplished by altering the 
phase of every fourth point (after 2 kHZ) in a 2048-point 

DFT by :(rc/S) radian relative to a reference point phase With this differential phase change, successful encoding and 

decoding for storage media requiring simple synchroniZa 
tion is possible. Instead of differential phase change, the 
present invention alters the absolute phase at masked spec 
tral points. This ensures that changes in time samples are 
rendered inaudible. Also, With absolute phase change of 14>, 
no synchroniZation is needed at the receiver. At other 
masked locations the magnitude and phase are left 
unchanged. The phase is modi?ed 250 as folloWs: 

+0, ‘f b(k) = 0 (5) 
W) ={ 1 

[0041] After making the modi?ed phase values of cover 
signal, the data-embedded frame is inverted in 280 to obtain 
the time domain samples for the modi?ed frame. The 
samples are then quantiZed 290 for transmission. 

[0042] At the receiver, the quantiZed bits for each frame 
are received and processed 300 to obtain the masking 
threshold and to recover the phase 310. AlloWing for 
changes in the phase, due to quantiZation, the embedded data 
{d(k), k=1 . . . 10} are recovered 320 as folloWs: 

[0043] While the preferred embodiments have been 
described and illustrated, it should be understood that vari 
ous substitutions, equivalents, adaptations and modi?cations 
of the invention may be made thereto by those skilled in the 
art Without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention. Accordingly, it is to be understood that the present 
invention has been described by Way of illustration and not 
limitation. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for embedding data in audio signals by 

altering the amplitude of a host signal audio poWer spec 
trum, comprising the steps of: 

inputting a host signal; 

calculating the discrete fourier transform points for the 
masking threshold level; 

computing the masker frequencies and their poWer levels 
on a frame-to-frame basis; 

determining a global threshold of hearing at each said 
masker frequency on a frame-to-frame basis; 

obtaining the sound pressure level for quiet, beloW Which 
a signal is inaudible; 

inputting a covert signal; 

digitiZing said covert signal; 
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modifying the amplitude of said power spectrum of said 
host signal by embedding therein said digitized said 
covert signal on a frame-by-frame basis; 

inverting the frequency spectrum of said amplitude-modi 
?ed said poWer spectrum; 

obtaining time domain samples for said inverted fre 
quency spectrum; 

quantizing said time domain samples; 

transmitting said time domain samples; 

receiving at a receiver each quantized bit of each said 
frame of said time domain-sampled said inverted fre 
quency spectrum; 

processing said each quantized bit to obtain said masking 
threshold; and recovering data from said embedded 
said covert signal. 

2. Method of claim 1, Wherein said step of determining a 
global threshold of hearing further comprises the step of 
computing 

at each said masker frequency. 
3. Method of claim 1,Wherein said step of modifying the 

amplitude of said poWer spectrum further comprises modi 
fying said discrete fourier transform points of said poWer 
spectrum P(k) to P‘(k) by the rule: 

4. Method of claim 1, Wherein said step of recovering data 
further comprises the step de-embedding said data by the 
rule: 

5. A method for embedding data in audio signals by 
altering the phase spectrum of a host signal, comprising the 
steps of: 

inputting a host signal; 

calculating the perceptually masked discrete fourier trans 
form points; 

inputting a covert signal; 

digitizing said covert signal; 

modifying the phase of said phase spectrum by embed 
ding therein said digitized said covert signal on a 
frame-by-frame basis; 

inverting said phase-modi?ed said phase spectrum; 

obtaining time domain samples for said inverted said 
phase-modi?ed spectrum; 
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quantizing said time domain samples; 

transmitting said time domain samples; 

receiving at a receiver each quantized bit of each said 
frame of said time domain-sampled said inverted phase 
spectrum; 

processing said each quantized bit to obtain said masking 
threshold and to recover said phase; and 

recovering data from said embedded said covert signal. 
6. Method of claim 5, Wherein said step of modifying the 

phase of said phase spectrum further comprises modifying 
said discrete fourier transform points of said phase spectrum 
(|)(k) to (1)‘(k) by the rule: 

7. Method of claim 5, Wherein said step of recovering data 
further comprises the step de-embedding said data by the 
rule: 

0, 0>0 
M): 

1, 0<0 

8. Apparatus for embedding data in audio signals by 
altering the audio poWer spectrum, comprising: 

means for inputting a host signal; 

means for calculating the discrete fourier transform points 
for the masking threshold level; 

means for computing the masker frequencies and their 
poWer levels on a frame-to-frame basis; 

means for determining a global threshold of hearing at 
each said masker frequency on a frame-to-frame basis; 

means for obtaining the sound pressure level for quiet, 
beloW Which a signal is inaudible; 

means for inputting a covert signal; 

means for digitizing said covert signal; 

means for modifying the amplitude of said poWer spec 
trum of said host signal by embedding therein said 
digitized said covert signal on a frame-by-frame basis; 

means for inverting the frequency spectrum of said ampli 
tude-modi?ed said poWer spectrum; 

means for obtaining time domain samples for said 
inverted frequency spectrum; 

means for quantizing said time domain samples; 

means for transmitting said time domain samples; 

means for receiving at a receiver each quantized bit of 
each said frame of said time domain-sampled said 
inverted frequency spectrum; 
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means for processing said each quantized bit to obtain 
said masking threshold; and 

means for recovering data from said embedded said 
covert signal. 

9. Apparatus as in claim 8, Wherein said means for 
determining a global threshold of hearing further comprises 
a means for computing 
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at each said masker frequency. 
10. Apparatus as in claim 8, Wherein said means for 

modifying the amplitude of said poWer spectrum further 
comprises a means for modifying said discrete fourier 
transform points of said poWer spectrum P(k) to P‘(k) by the 
rule: 

11. Apparatus as in claim 8, Wherein said means for 
recovering data further comprises a means for de-embedding 
said data by the rule: 

12. Apparatus for embedding data in audio signals by 
altering the phase spectrum, comprising the steps of: 

means for inputting a host signal; 

means for calculating the perceptually masked discrete 
fourier transform points; 

means for inputting a covert signal; 
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means for digitiZing said covert signal; 

means for modifying the phase of said phase spectrum by 
embedding therein said digitiZed said covert signal on 
a frame-by-frame basis; 

means for inverting said phase-modi?ed said phase spec 
trum; 

means for obtaining time domain samples for said 
inverted said phase-modi?ed spectrum; 

means for quantiZing said time domain samples; 

means for transmitting said time domain samples; 

means for receiving at a receiver each quantized bit of 
each said frame of said time domain-sampled said 
inverted phase spectrum; 

means for processing said each quantiZed bit to obtain 
said masking threshold and to recover said phase; and 

means for recovering data from said embedded said 
covert signal. 

13. Apparatus as in claim 12, Wherein said means for 
modifying the phase of said phase spectrum further com 
prises means for modifying said discrete fourier transform 
points of said phase spectrum (|)(k) to (1)‘(k) by the rule: 

at {k} such that 

TQ(k)<P(k)<TG(k)-5 
14. Apparatus as in claim 12, Wherein said means for 

recovering data further comprises means for de-embedding 
said data by the rule: 


